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1 Introduction

“One of the funny things about the stock market is that

every time one person buys, another sells and both think they are astute”

William Feather

1.1 Stock market model

In the stock market, both the buyer and seller set stock prices. The buyer states what

price they will pay for the stock: this is the bid price. The seller also has a price: the ask

price. Using a proper online pricing systems, we can see the bid and ask prices, noticing

that the bid price and the ask price are never the same: the ask price is always a little

higher than the bid price. What this means is if you are buying the stock you pay the

ask price (the higherprice) and if you are selling the stock you receive the bid price (the

lower price). We aim to modelize this stock market using an ABM approach: our agents

may buy or sell stocks, following different strategies.

To implement this stock market model we use NetLogo, a free open-source agent-based

programming language and an integrated modeling environment. The code will be de-

scribed in the next section.
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1.2 Endless forms most beautiful: Genetic algorithms

In the field of artificial intelligence, a genetic algorithm (GA) is a search heuristic that

mimics the process of natural selection. This heuristic (also sometimes called a meta-

heuristic) is routinely used to generate useful solutions to optimization and search prob-

lems. In a genetic algorithm, a population of candidate solutions (called individuals) to

an optimization problem is evolved toward better solutions. Each candidate solution has

a set of properties (its chromosomes or genotype) which can be mutated and altered;

traditionally, solutions are represented in binary as strings of 0s and 1s. The evolution

usually starts from a population of randomly generated individuals, and is an iterative

process, with the population in each iteration called a generation. In each generation,

the fitness of every individual in the population is evaluated; the fitness is usually the

value of the objective function in the optimization problem being solved. The more fit

individuals are stochastically selected from the current population, and each individual’s

genome is modified (recombined and possibly randomly mutated) to form a new gener-

ation. The new generation of candidate solutions is then used in the next iteration of

the algorithm. Commonly, the algorithm terminates when either a maximum number of

generations has been produced, or a satisfactory fitness level has been reached for the

population.

To implement genetic algorithms we used BehaviorSearch, a software tool designed to

help with automating the exploration of agent-based models (ABMs), by using genetic

algorithms and other heuristic techniques to search the parameter-space.

1.3 Welcome to the jungle: GAs in the stock market

We discussed the importance of ABM in the modelization and simulation of the stock

market and the role of GAs in exploration of the parameter space of agents. With

our model we aim to study stock market combining ABM and GAs, to study how the

parameters choice can be done using a genetic process of inheritance, justified by the

assumption that people who enters stock market tends to mimic what more expert traders

are doing. The natural selection might instead be seen as the consequence of failure,

because when someone is using a bad strategy he or she will loose money (not being able
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to trade anymore) and other traders will not follow his or her strategy. We propose an

example of a basic approach to the use of genetic algorithms in the search of the best

parameters for a trading agent. We designed an agent whose phenotype is represented

by a set of parameters that are supposed to change during the evolution to maximize

the fitness (which is represented by the agent’s wealth).

2 The model

2.1 The market

In our modelization of the stock market, we aim to reproduce its dynamic. To do that,

we call agents the individuals acting in the market: they will be divided in different

categories by their behavior, but they all have some common variables which we are

going to explain. The one named cash represents the money each agent has, while

stocks counts the number of stocks they own. Those variables are both of integer type

and are set to 0 when an agent is created (for simplification reasons). Others variables

common to all agents are the ones that regulate the behavior in that day: they are

buy, sell and pass and their names are self-explaining. The properties of the stock

market are due to the presence of the logs, where bid and ask prices are saved, waiting

for an offer. We named logB the log of the buyers and logS the sellers’ one. The

variable exePrice represents the executive price (the price at which the last transaction

took place) and priceList is an array containing the executive prices of each day. The

function go lists the events happening in each tick, which represents a day:

to go

set priceList lput exePrice priceList

if exePrice <= 0 [

set news news2

stop]

randomAgentsDecide
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evolvingAgentsDecide

trendAgentsDecide

set nBuyers 0

set nSellers 0

ask tradingAgents

[

set price exePrice + (random-normal 0 100)

if sell = True [ set nSellers nSellers + 1]

if buy = True [ set nBuyers nBuyers + 1]

]

if cleanTheLogs[

set logB []

set logS []

]

tick

Exchange

ask tradingAgents [set wealth exeprice * stocks + cash]

end

At first the exePrice of the previous day is added to the Pricelist and then there

is a check to verify that the exePrice is not 0 or negative (which does not make sense).

Then every kind of agent decide what to do (this will be described deeply in next sub-

section). The procedure continues by counting how many agents are buying or selling

and by setting the price each agents buys or sells (using a gaussian distribution with

the mean value in exePrice). It then cleans the log (this option may be disabled) and

finally makes the exchanges happen. The procedure exchange is quite complex and we

are not going to go through it, because it is not crucial for us: we only need to know

that it stores ask and bid prices in the logs and when it finds a compatibility it makes
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the transation happen, updating cash and stock of both the buyer and the seller.

2.2 The agents

In our model there are three kinds of agents whose interactions form the market: the

agents we want to evolve are called evolvingAgents, and the others are randomAgents

which take random decision and trendAgents that look for an ascending or descending

pattern in the pricelist and behave consequently. We are going to describe the three

of them, starting from the simpler.

2.2.1 randomAgents

The simplest way to implement an agent is to make it take casual decision: the result

is really basic, but it’s not a bad approximation of a real market. These agents are not

complex, so the code won’t be as well.

randomAgents-own [buy sell pass price cash stocks wealth]

Random agents only own few variable whose use will be explained later. They are

created with a procedure called setRandomAgents

to setrandomAgents

create-randomAgents nAgents

let side sqrt nAgents

let step world-width / side

ask randomAgents

[

set shape "person"

set size 2

set stocks 0

set cash 0

set wealth exeprice * stocks + cash
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]

let n 0

let x step / 2

let y step / 2

while [n < nAgents]

[

ask randomAgent

n [setxy x y]

set x x + step

if x > world-width [set x step / 2

set y y + step]

if y > world-width [set y 0.30 + step / 2]

set n n + 1

]

end

This procedure appears quite long because after creating the agents (with the shape

of a person), it disposes them in a ordered grid (only for appearance purposes). It also

sets their stocks and cash to zero, meaning they do not own any stock when they start

and also have no money. Agents must decide what to do every day: they can buy, sell

or pass (doing nothing). This is regulated by a procedures called randomAgentsDecide,

which randomly set one of the three variables (buy, sell, pass) to True and the others

to False, also changing the color of the agent accordingly. Beeing randomAgents, their

choice is taken randomly.

to randomAgentsDecide

ask randomAgents

[

let threshold 0.5

if floorActing and exePrice < 500 [set threshold 0.8]

ifelse random-float 1 < passLevel [set pass True][set pass False]

ifelse not pass
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[ifelse random-float 1 < threshold [set buy True set sell False]

[set sell True set buy False] ]

[set buy False set sell False]

if pass [set color gray]

if buy [set color green]

if sell [set color red]

]

end

2.2.2 trendAgents

There is a second kind of agent in the model and they are called trendAgents, who

decide what to do following the trend of the market: if the exeprice is raising, they will

buy, if it is lowering they will sell. This modelization simulates agents who expect that

if the price is raising, it will continue to do it (same for lowering) and so it is worth

to buy (sell). Note that this generates self-fullfilling prophecies, because the price will

raise when many agents wants to buy and so their expectation will be fullfilled (same

for selling). These agents will all have the same behaviour (they are all buying, selling

or passing at the same time) so some of their variables are defined as global, while their

own variables are the same of randomAgents.

trendAgents-own[buy sell pass price cash stocks wealth]

Instead of creating new agents, the function settrendAgents turns the breed of a

given number (nTrendAgents) of randomAgents in trendAgents. In the graphic interface,

trendAgents appear as arrows. They are created with the color grey because they will

start passing (they need some ticks to find a trend in the market).

to settrendAgents

ask n-of nTrendAgents randomAgents
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[

set breed trendAgents

set shape "default"

set pass True

set color gray

set wealth exeprice * stocks + cash

]

end

Their decision function, trendAgentsDecide, at first verifies if enough ticks are

passed to find a trend. It then verifies if there is an ascending or descending trend by

checking if every price in the pricelist is higher or lower to the previous. They will not look

at the full pricelist, only searching for a trend in a given amount (trendAgentsTicks)

of ticks in the past. It finally sets the variables Buy, Sell and Pass, buying if the price

is rasing, selling if it is going down and passing if there is not a trend.

to trendAgentsDecide

if length priceList >= trendAgentsTicks + 1

[

let len length priceList

let i len - 1

set TATrendUp True

set TATrendDown True

while [i >= len - trendAgentsTicks]

[

if item (i - 1) priceList > item i priceList [set TATrendUp False]

if item (i - 1) priceList < item i priceList [set TATrendDown False]

set i i - 1

]

]
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ask trendAgents

[set pass True set buy False set sell False set color gray

if TATrendUp [set pass False set buy True set color green]

if TATrendDown [set pass False set sell True set color red]]

end

2.2.3 evolvingAgents

The agents we aim to evolve are called evolvingAgents: they are the central part of

the model, thus we will describe them with more details than the previous ones.

evolvingAgents-own[

buy sell pass price cash stocks trendUp trendDown

howManyTicks wTrendUp wTrendDown wSellers wBuyers decisionThreshold wealth

]

The variables owned by evolvingAgents might be divided in two categories: in the

first line we find the variables not involved in the evolution process and which we already

described for other agents, while the second line contains the variables used by the

genetic algorithm. We will now list them with a short description, but their use will be

understood looking at the decision function (see below).

howManyTicks (integer varying form 0 to 14) set the number of ticks the agent look

back in the past to determine whether there is a trend or not, in a way similar to what

trendAgents do.

wTrendUp (float varying from -1 to 1) is the weight given to the fact that there is an

ascending trend.

wTrendDown (float varying from -1 to 1) is the weight give to the fact that there is a

descending trend

wBuyers (float varying from -1 to 1) is the weight given to the number of agents which

are buying.

wSellers (float varying from -1 to 1) is the weight given to the number of agents which

are selling.
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decisionThreshold (float varying from 0 to 2) is the threshold value under which the

agent will pass.

wealth is not a variable evolved by the genetic algorithm, but it is used as fitness to

evaluate if an individual is better of another. More details will be given in the result

section.

As for trendAgents, evolving agents are created modifying the breed of a given number

(nEvolvingAgents) of randomAgents. They are represented by a computer server.

to setevolvingAgents

ask n-of nEvolvingAgents randomAgents

[

set breed evolvingAgents

set shape "computer server"

set pass True

set color gray

set trendDown 0

set trendUp 0

set howManyTicks howManyTicks_value

set wTrendUp wTrendUp_value

set wTrendDown wTrendDown_value

set wSellers wSellers_value

set wBuyers wBuyers_value

set decisionThreshold decisionThreshold_value

set wealth exeprice * stocks + cash

]

end

Their decision function is, in the first part, similar to the trendAgents’ one: it verifies

whether there is an ascending or descending trend in the market, looking back for a

given number of ticks (howManyTicks). The second part of the procedure shows how

the evolvingAgents decision is taken by a sort of percepetron: m is the sum of different
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variables multiplied by their weights: trendUp and trendDown may only assume the value

1 or 0 (and they obviously can not be both 1), while nSellers and nBuyers represent

the number of other agents who bought or sold in the previous day. If m is bigger than

decisionThreshold the agent will buy, if it is minor than -decisionThreshold the

agent will sell and if it between decisionThreshold and -decisionThreshold it will

pass.

to evolvingAgentsDecide

ask evolvingAgents[

if length priceList >= howManyTicks + 1

[

let len length priceList

let i len - 1

set trendUp 1

set trendDown 1

while [i >= len - howManyTicks]

[

if item (i - 1) priceList > item i priceList [set trendUp 0]

if item (i - 1) priceList < item i priceList [set trendDown 0]

set i i - 1

]

]

set pass True set buy False set sell False set color gray

let m wTrendUp * TrendUp + wTrendDown * TrendDown

+ wSellers * nSellers / nAgents + wBuyers * nBuyers / nAgents

if m > decisionThreshold [set pass False set buy True set color green]

if m < (- decisionTxhreshold ) [set pass False set sell True set color red]

]
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end

3 The results

All the simulations were ran with nAgents= 100. All the BehaviorSearch runs have been

conducted letting 100 ticks pass and evaluating an average above 10 simulations with the

same parameters to evaluate the fitness, in a span of 500 generations. Each simulation

has been done 10 times, as BehaviorSearch allows us to re-run the model with the same

options. Each run had the same seed (42) to limit the stochastic impact of the results.

3.1 randomAgents only

At first, we used only randomAgents in the model to evaluate if our evolvingAgents

was able to find an effective strategy even when other agents were behaving randomly.

Note that in this configuration, the value of nBuyers and nSellers are irrelevant (they

evaluate the number of buying and selling agents on the previous day, which is not

correlated to the current day’s one).

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 show the results: as the number of evolvingAgents raises,

we observe that the fitness does the same. This happens because the “weight” the

evolvingAgents have in the simulation grows as their number increases (note that they

all have the same parameter in every run): like for the trendAgents, this lead to self-

fulfilling prophecies and allows the evolvingAgents to have a higher fitness. Anyway, this

results also show how the stochastic component of the model has a really high impact

on the simulation: the parameter look almost casual and we can assume that the higher

fitness value are mainly due to the random fluctuations. Unfortunately, BehaviorSearch

does not allow us to verify this, because it only saves the best result, not updating it

until it finds a better one.

3.2 evolvingAgents and trendAgents

Introducing trendAgents in the model lowers the randomness of the price and should

allow evolvingAgent to make better predictions. At first we only put 1 evolvingAgent
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in the simulation, increasing the number of trendAgents in each run but fixing the

trendAgentsTicks value to 2.

Results are shown in figures 5, 6 and 7. We note that the fitness levels are generally

higher when the number of trendAgents increases as the market tends to be less randomly

driven. Still the final parameters are not really encouraging: we expected that the

number of ticks of the best individuals would have been similar to the trendAgents’ one,

while this happened only some times (and only once for the individual with the best

fitness).

3.3 Raising trendAgentsTicks

We then fixed nTrendAgents to 10 (a number which allows them to have an impact on

the market) and gradually increased the value of trendAgentsTicks.

This time (see figures 8 and 9, compared with figure 6) the fitness diminished: this

might be explained with the fact that a single evolvingAgent might have found it more

difficult to find out how the trendAgents were making their decisions. Note that the

best fitness parameters were exactly the same in those three simulations and leaded to

a fitness value largely deviating from the others, which seems to be the effect of the

stochastic nature of the model.

3.4 Raising nEvolvingAgents

Finally, we fixed nTrendAgents to 10 and trendAgentsTicks to 4 and studied what

happened to the fitness values when we incremented the number of evolvingAgents. The

results can be observed in pictures 10, 11 and 12, compared with the presence of a single

evolvingAgent in figure 8. Again, we notice that the fitnesses are generally higher as the

number of evolvingAgents in the model grows. The presence of trendAgents, making the

market more predictable, allows evolvingAgents to reach those higher values.

3.5 Conclusions

The stochastic component of the market played a crucial role in the simulations, making

it difficult to discern good parameters choices from bad ones for BehaviorSearch. We
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expected wTrendUp and wBuyers to be positive and wTrendDown and wSellers to be

negative, but this forecast was not confirmed by the outcome (even the run with the

highest fitness goes against this prediction): this is a typical aspect of genetic algorithms,

which seem to find unexpected solution, usually hard even to justify a posteriori. More

than that, we observe how in the same run solutions with parameters completely different

had similar fitness scores: this is typically due to the presence of many almost optimal

solutions. The general conclusion is that the agents ability to build an effective strategy

depends on the presence of trendAgents but also crucially on the weight it has in the

model itself (i.e. the number of evolvingAgents). This simple simulation model might

be expanded, both introducing new agents which follow further strategies or by making

more complex the decision function for the evolving agents (increasing the number of

their parameters).

Figure 1: nEvolvingAgents = 1

Best Fitness =20156

howManyTicks=0 wTrendUp= -0.887 wTrendDown= 0.036 wSellers= 0.49 wBuyers= 0.306

decisionThreshold= 0.673
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Figure 2: nEvolvingAgents = 3

Best Fitness = 40915

howManyTicks= 13 wTrendUp= -0.887 wTrendDown= 0.55 wSellers=0.451 wBuyers= 0.452

decisionThreshold= 0.101

Figure 3: nEvolvingAgents = 5

Best Fitness = 56638

howManyTicks= 7 wTrendUp= 0.015 wTrendDown= -0.133 wSellers= 0.551 wBuyers= 0.361

decisionThreshold= 0.147
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Figure 4: nEvolvingAgents = 10

Best Fitness = 87328

howManyTicks= 13 wTrendUp= 0.105 wTrendDown= -0.324 wSellers= 0.759 wBuyers= 0.846

decisionThreshold= 0.014

Figure 5: nEvolvingAgents = 1, nTrendAgents = 5, trendAgentsTicks = 2

Best Fitness = 32840

howManyTicks= 15 wTrendUp= 0.923 wTrendDown= 0.385 wSellers= -0.057 wBuyers= 0.593

decisionThreshold= 0.011
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Figure 6: nEvolvingAgents = 1, nTrendAgents = 10, trendAgentsTicks = 2

Best Fitness = 47675

howManyTicks= 2 wTrendUp= 0.256 wTrendDown= 0.584 wSellers=0.574 wBuyers= 0.261

decisionThreshold= 0.033

Figure 7: nEvolvingAgents = 1, nTrendAgents = 20, trendAgentsTicks = 2

Best Fitness = 67547

howManyTicks= 12 wTrendUp= -0.043 wTrendDown= 0.57 wSellers= 0.39 wBuyers= 0.088

decisionThreshold=0
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Figure 8: nEvolvingAgents = 1, nTrendAgents = 10, trendAgentsTicks = 4

Best Fitness = 42458

howManyTicks= 2 wTrendUp= 0.256 wTrendDown= 0.584 wSellers=0.574 wBuyers= 0.261

decisionThreshold= 0.033

Figure 9: nEvolvingAgents = 1, nTrendAgents = 10, trendAgentsTicks = 8

Best Fitness = 35756

howManyTicks= 2 wTrendUp= 0.256 wTrendDown= 0.584 wSellers=0.574 wBuyers= 0.261

decisionThreshold= 0.033
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Figure 10: nEvolvingAgents = 3, nTrendAgents = 10, trendAgentsTicks = 4

Best Fitness = 52831

howManyTicks= 2 wTrendUp= -0.239 wTrendDown= -0.631 wSellers= 0.854 wBuyers= 0.854

decisionThreshold=0.379

Figure 11: nEvolvingAgents = 5, nTrendAgents = 10, trendAgentsTicks = 4

Best Fitness = 73807

howManyTicks= 8 wTrendUp= 0.373 wTrendDown= 0.182 wSellers= 0.017 wBuyers= 0.52

decisionThreshold= 0.099
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Figure 12: nEvolvingAgents = 10, nTrendAgents = 10, trendAgentsTicks = 4

Best Fitness = 116634

howManyTicks= 2 wTrendUp= -0.1 wTrendDown= 0.945 wSellers= 0.828 wBuyers= 0.367

decisionThreshold= 0.182
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